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TECHNICAL ROADMAP

✔ BUILD TRUST FRAMEWORK:
  ✔ Technical Description
  ✔ Model Implementation

✔ AGENT TRANSFER

✔ AUTHORITY TRANSFER

✔ AUTHORITY/AGENT INTERFACE
  ✔ Needs standardisation
TECHNICAL ROADMAP

✔ Tracking emerging standards and aligning

✔ OAuth 2 Security Best Practices

✔ Security Event Tokens

✔ JWT Profile for OAuth 2.0 Access Tokens
  https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-oauth-access-token-jwt-02
PRODUCT ROADMAP

✔️ ENGLISH VERSION
   ✔️ Beta only in German currently

✔️ EASIER PATH TO IDENTITY
COMMUNITY EXPANSION

LIVE

IN THE WORKS
MORE LOGIN PARTNERS

✔️ Commitment from a few
  ✔️ RANKING COACH
  ✔️ HI-DRIVE

✔️ TARGETED OUTREACH
  ✔️ Which Partners need verified IDs?
WHAT ELSE IS PLANNED?

✔️ CLOUDFEST & NAMESCON LOGIN
WHERE ELSE ARE WE SPREADING THE WORD?

- **ICANN 66 Montreal Nov 2019**
- **Nic.at Registrar Event Nov 2019**
- **Namescon Austin Jan 2020**
- **ICANN 67 Cancún Mar 2020**